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Book your appointment online
Book your radiology appointment online - it’s quick, easy and saves waiting on the phone. Browse for a date, time and location to suit you - confirmed in 3 easy steps. Remember to have your referral handy. 
Book an appointment
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Discover insights with Inside I-MED
Discover the importance of mammography for women's wellbeing and the benefits of cardiac CT Calcium Scoring for estimating your risk of heart attack in this episode of Inside I-MED!




Integrating your radiology journey seamlessly
1

Book an appointment


Self-manage your radiology appointment with I-MED's online booking system. Simply select your preferred clinic, date, and time. It’s convenient and saves time waiting on the phone. Available for most scans.
Book an Appointment
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View your images


View, download and share your images on your phone. Access via a SMS link sent within 48hrs after your scan. Your report will also be visible via this link 7 days after your referring practitioner receives it. 
Find out more
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Speak with your doctor


Once our radiologist has finalised your results, I-MED will send a report directly to your referring practitioner. It is important to speak with your health practitioner about your result, to understand what they mean and complete follow up treatment if needed.





Our clinics offer a range of medical procedures
I-MED Radiology clinics offer a range of imaging procedures including MRI, CT, x-ray, ultrasound and nuclear medicine. With the largest team of sub-specialist radiologists, practitioners and patients can be assured of the highest quality imaging and diagnosis.
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Latest news


Why I-MED Radiology
 At I-MED Radiology, our purpose is to save lives and reduce uncertainty by delivering the highest quality care to achieve the most accurate  ... 
Read more

Booking your appointment online
 Booking online is the easy way to make your radiology appointment. It saves you waiting on the phone, and lets you browse for a time and cli ... 
Read more

How we communicate with you
 I-MED Radiology uses safe methods to communicate with patients via mobile SMS, providing a more streamlined experience for patients to manag ... 
Read more



Billing information
Want to know more about the cost of your procedure? Click here for further information and FAQs about billing.

View billing informationView billing information


Book your next appointment
Scheduling your appointment online only takes minutes. Just have your referral and Medicare card handy.
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